LIST OF T E ACH ER S

TUESDAY TEACHERS
Michelle Ashcroft
Mike Burgess
Tracey Mitchell
Jess Smithies
Mel Charmer
Katie Offley
Emily Hedley
Alicia Senelle

Whitworth Swimming Club
www.whitworthswimmingclub.com
Swimming Teachers Association
www.sta.org.uk

KIM BLEZARD

07931760303

WEDNESDAY TEACHERS

MIKE BURGESS

07825 319608

Kim Blezard
Benedicte Senelle
Sam Keiley
David Whatmough
John Howley
Dale Blezard
Rebecca O’Loughlin

WHITWORTH POOL

01706 852694

First of all thank you for volunteering to
become a poolside assistant.
Becoming a pool side assistant can be very
rewarding and here are a few things that
it can help towards:
It can give you a stepping stone to
becoming a fully qualified swimming
teacher
It can help you in school/college
with your Duke of Edinburgh
qualification
It can contribute towards
“volunteering badges” with guides/
scouts
It builds confidence in working with
children
We can give you a reference if and
when needed.
Some examples of this are:
A number of our assistants go on to
become life guards
Some have used our references
when applying for summer jobs at
places like camp America
Plus we've even given references for
teachers attending universities.

As an assistant your role with be to assist and
support the qualified swimming teacher you
are assigned to. Some of the jobs required will
be:
Putting registers out
Getting equipment and putting equipment away
Assisting with lesson
Demonstrating equipment
Encouraging children
Ensure swimmers are safe in the water
Sometimes you may be required to enter the water with the children
Plus additional duties you can assist with:
Contributing to distance nights
Helping at the annual gala
Supporting the Splash n Dash Challenge
Participating in the Medal Celebration
and Christmas Party
If at any point you feel you cannot do what is
asked then let a teacher now straight away.
ANY PROBLEMS DO NOT HESITATE TO
CONTACT:
KIM BLEZARD OR MIKE BURGESS

Training
Full training will be provided plus guidance given from the qualified swimming
teachers.
We are affiliated to the STA and
follow their policies and guidance
on pool safety.
We follow Whitworth Leisure Centre operating procedures.
Poolside Clothes
Shorts (not denim) / t-shirt and
inside footwear must be worn at all
times.
It is advisable you bring a change
of clothes (in case you are required to assist from IN the pool)
Long hair must tied back
NO OUTSIDE FOOTWEAR

